The Mindy Show
Episode 4: Lead my Legacy

On the same day Saevi was meeting the new neighbor, Mindy got up from her white powder induced sleep feeling just like what Stella said she would and says completely energized, “Top of the morning, I feel like I can take on the world.  I feel like I drank 50 coffees.”  “Well, good morning”, said Karlina, “Your Bunerean friend left already, but seeing the Poncho and Shimmerstrike, you are the heir to the Ponchocat name.”  “Listen here, I will only lead until your team can handle themselves and then I’ll be ex-Ponchocat and get back to my life”, says Mindy jumping around, “As in, when you guys get money and a better place I go back to my normal life and I will not be needing Shimmerstrike since I will not be getting into any fights from this point to the point you guys can handle yourselves.”  “We can handle ourselves easily”, says Stella.  “Then you don’t need me and our business together is over”, says Mindy as she gives Stella the poncho, “I dub thee Ponchomouse.  The poncho clashes with my outfit anyway.  We can still be friends, but I cannot be a member of Team Legacy because I am not a Legacy, Legacy denotes that you have famous parents and my parents are lawyers”.  “Uh… I done research into your family and your mom is the legendary ninja.  Kashina was the first ninja and founded the Ninja Council, the group that keeps all the ninja clans equal.  You can say she is both famous and infamous at the same time”, explains Karlina who is apparently the smart member of Team Legacy.  “In that case, I will join Team Legacy and Saevi will need an invitation because her mother is the legendary Sharon Shadowpaw”, says Mindy, “Sharon Shadowpaw was the first to use modern day ninja tactics used nowadays like Quiet Drones, Martha invented them and Sharon put them into normal practice.”  “OK, we should head towards the HQ”, says Stella.  “I’ll meet you guys later, I got business to attend to”, says Karlina as she left the Penthouse.

After they left the penthouse, Mindy having taken a shower and dressed in clean clothes decided to take a walk with Stella as Mindy says “What business did the mouse have?”, asked Mindy.  “Don’t really know, she been keeping to herself”, answers Stella, “She’s been like this since we shopped at Stop n’ Swop.”  As they walked, they passed Saevi and Tajari who were busy at Bland Burger as Mindy says, “Karlina can be a little silly at times, I don’t know her personally, but what I seen she is.”  Mindy and Stella arrives at a dilapidated building as Stella says, “This is our HQ.  Not much, but the only thing we can afford on our budget of free and…”.  Stella was interrupted by an explosion destroying their HQ.  “Oh my god, oh my god, oh my god, Stella will not believe this”, says Karlina over the phone.  “What am I not supposed to believe and how does it relate to the bomb that just went off and destroyed Legacy HQ?”, asked Stella.  “I’m sorry about your loss, but I just won the lottery 900 billion Credits”, says Karlina happily.  “That’s amazing, this will change our shitty lives for the better”, exclaims Stella.  “Meet me at the corner of Gumball Boulevard and Sonic Lane”, says Karlina as she hangs up.  Stella looks at Mindy and says, “We must go to the corner of Gumball Boulevard and Sonic Lane”, says Stella.  “That is near Upper City, the city only the rich and those cleared by the rich can enter in, unless there is an…”, explains Mindy as Stella interrupts her “…an auction is happening, I think I know why Karlina wants to meet us there.  She wants a sweet ass mansion.”  Then the two rushed towards the corner of Gumball Boulevard and Sonic Lane.

At the destination Karlina told them to meet them, they arrived before Karlina arrived as Mindy says “This is the place she told us to meet, so we must have beaten her here”.  Karlina then arrives gasping for air as Stella gets an epipen and injects the medicine into her back and Karlina says panting “Thanks, Stella.  I always been sickly and these Epipens keeps me alive.  I want Team Legacy to live in luxury, so I hear there’s a mega-mansion being auctioned off that used to belong to the richest person in San Sanzabar or at least the former richest since he died and the auction is today.”

After the auction, Mindy says to Stella and Karlina as they stand in front of the mega-mansion after everyone left, “I cannot believe we won that auction.”  “Who said you won?”, asked a mysterious male voice as a male Sourisian, a female Gattoian, and a female Volpeoian approached the mega-mansion, “You’re not one of us.  We have to vote on new members and I vote no because she will just get in the way”.  “I have to agree with Jacob”, says the female Gattoian, “We done research on this so-called Mindy and she is not the legacy we want in our team because her mother is Kashina and she founded the Ninja Council.  The Ninja Council is not loved at all because it caused ninjas to be shifted around and caused many innocent ninjas to be fired like Danny, Sharon, and Trevon.  “Jacob and Cindy has the right idea”, says the female fox, “When Virtuoso was leader we agreed only take in friends or people who are part of a good legacy and since that cat is not any of our friends and her mother is part of a terrible legacy, then I have to agree in this 3-2 vote.  Stella turns to Mindy and says to her “Sorry, you were rejected.  I would have loved to get closer to you, but we members of Team Legacy are democratic in a way and Jacob, Cindy, and Jessielina are as much members as Karlina and I”, says Stella, “I’ll keep Shimmerstrike and the poncho so Virtuoso’s last words would be kept and I hope this doesn’t affect our friendship in any way”.  “It does affect our friendship; we are no longer friends.  Your job was to see if I was the reincarnation of Virtuoso and I was so your mission is accomplished and you two no longer need me”, explains Mindy, “So I’m heading back to the Penthouse and relax.  Stella, Karlina, and your team, I wish you well in your future endeavors”.  Mindy then walks away, but unlike a normal person who was rejected she was happy to have been considered to be a member of the legendary Team Legacy.

We saw two sides of the same coin, one side turned out happy while the other wasn’t happy, but these are only two stories in the big city.

